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Can personal relevance of a text be
inferred from eye movements?

¾ Detect text parts that have been read or
skimmed by the user
¾ Calculate
C l l t eye movementt measures only
l
for viewed text parts
¾ Correlate eye movement measures with
explicit relevance ratings

Eye tracker (Tobii)
- Desk-mounted, unobtrusive
- 50 Hz data generation frequency
for both left and right eye
- 9-point calibration method

infrared
light

¾ Reading and skimming differentiation is
very useful for predicting relevance.
¾ The
Th appropriate
i t eye movementt measure
is quite expressive.

Feature scores associated with the
- reading detector r and the
- skimming detector s
are accumulated:

camera

Detection and differentiation between reading and skimming
behavior in 3 steps:

Nearby gaze
locations are
aggregated.
Outliers can
be ignored.
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Every jump from one fixation to the next is classified as one of
the above features.

- Case study with 19 participants and 16 texts to read
- Relevance ratings
g for each text
- Eye movements were recorded

Personalization of the measure by considering the participants‘
individual profiles (i.e.,
(i e minimum and maximum values).
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¾ Read-to-skimmed ratio indicates relevance
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¾ Personalization of measuring
increases discriminative power

